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Fridge-mate is a combination of physical accessories and 
mobile application that help people better utilize their shared 
refrigerators in communal kitchens. It is both an intelligent 
fridge manager for individual purposes, and a community 
platform for communication and sharing.



Research

In student accommodation, 
communal kitchen is a public 
area where students can share 
public kitchen appliances 
such as refrigerators and micro-
waves. It is also a social space 
where students dine and gather 
with their friends. 

Persona

BACKGROUND 1. Sharing Refrigerators with Others

2. Experience with the Microwave

3. Dirty Plates and Left-over Dishes

4. Kitchen-ware Borrowed without 
Permission

72%
65%
52%
47%

Brandon
Senior Undergraduate
2 fridges with 30 students

“I just can’t bear someone putting their strange 
foods inside the fridge and that smell really 
makes me sick. I tried to bring this up in our 
group chat, but nobody takes it seriously.”

Sarah
Freshman
1 fridge with 6 students

“I hate that people took away my food without 
my permission from time to time. Actually I 
am willing to share my food with others if 
they ask, or at the very least let me know.”

Iris
Junior Undergraduate
1 fridge with 8 students

“To be honest, sometimes I might borrow a bit 
of milk or butter from others in the fridge when I 
ran out of them.”
“Since the capacity of our refrigerator is limited, 
I strongly encourage other people to clean up 
and manage their stuff regularly.”

 
Satisfaction level on shared refrigerators

Frequency of communication 

Seldom

 
Satisfaction level on shared refrigerators

Frequency of communication 

Never

 
Satisfaction level on shared refrigerators

Frequency of communication 

Seldom

USER DEMAND

For individuals to manage their own 
objects in order to prevent forget-
tings and wastes

Object Management
For those misbehaviors in using 
shared refrigerators, proper regula-
tion is needed

Regulation
For “fridge-mates” to bring up their 
complaints or suggestions in open 
communications

Communication

22%

Other’s stuff occupied 
too many storage

26%

Other’s food creates 
a strange smell

19%

My food expired 
and forgotten

Food Taken by Others 
without My Permission

33%

24%

26%

Fruits

Diary Products

17%
Vegetables

18%
Frozen 

Food

7%
Others

8% Snacks

70%
Of Student Accommodations
have communal kitchens

SURVEY

Based on the survey above, most students who use communal kitchens have had unpleasant experiences 
when sharing refrigerator with others. It is also worth noticing that there are two main problems: one is the 
management of their own foods, the other is the misbehaviors of others.

How Many Communal Kitchen Users?01 What Are Their Concerns?02

What Are The Problems?04What’s In The Shared Refrigerator?03



Market Analysis

NAME IMAGE DESCRIPTION ADVANTAGE DISADVANTAGE

Co-Fridge 
with Lockers

Fridge-Keeper 
Application

Fridge Eye

Food Labels

Co-fridge is a special refriger-
ator designed with individual 
drawers for each user.

Fridge keeper is a mobile ap-
plication that stores and man-
ages the data of each object 
inside a fridge

A mini camera that can be 
placed inside the fridge. It 
also applied AI technology to 
smartly recognize food prod-
ucts inside the fridge. 

People can write down mes-
sage or information on the label 
and then stick it to their food 
products inside the fridge

Object management and 
regulation through providing 
individual drawers 

Might not fit many small-sized 
communal kitchens

Relatively expensive

Object management through 
inputting data from the user

Limited to individual usage
Inconvinient for manually 
typing in information of each 
object

Object management through 
automatic recognization of 
objects
Object regulation through 
censorship

Limited to individual usage

Easy and convenient to imple-
ment
Allows message passing 
among users

The hand-written messages 
are difficult to manage

Many extant products require 
manual operations when us-
ing the fridge, which is incon-
vinient for daily usage

Most extant products are de-
signed for individuals, commu-
nity platforms for shared refrig-
erators are needed

Products that breaks down 
public fridges to individual 
spaces provides a more clean 
and regulated environment, 
which is prepossessing.

S W O T

INSIGHTS

SUMMARY

Management & Regulation
A system that not only allows individuals to manage their objects 
but also regulates their behaviors

Communicate
An community platform that enables “fridge-mates” to communicate 
with each other

Flexible
A product that is generally applicable to all types of communal kitchens

Co-Fridge
Fridge Keeper
Food Labels
Fridge Eye
My Product

COMMUNIATION

MANAGEMENT

REGULATION

ECONOMICALNESS

CONVENIENCE

FLEXIBILITY
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Mind Map

A method that combines 
physical accessories and 

digital applications

Digital & Physical

A system that is able to recog-
nize users as well as objects so 

as to better manage and regulate 
the shared refrigerator

Recognize & Manage

A platform that not only enables 
“fridge-mates” to communicate 

but also allows them to gather for 
fridge-related activities

Community PlatformDigital platforms are handy for effi-
cient object information management

Computer vision can ease manual 
input by recognizing objects auto-
matically



Model

Power Switch
When being long pressed, this button is 

used for pairing with the mobile applica-
tion through blue-tooth

Wall Attacher
A suction cup that helps attach to the 

fridge wall when being pressed hard

Detachable
Battery

Type-C Connecter
The detachable batteries can be 
charged using type-C chargers

Camera

Photo Sensor
when the fridge is opened, the sensor 
will sense the light from the outside and 
turn on the camera automatically

Light Indecator
The green light indicates the status of the 
camera, it turns on when the camera is on

Magnet
Guide and fix batteries

Conductor

Sketch Model

Sketches
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Users can edit the informa-
tion of their own objects

The top shows the latest 
events, and below shows 
the brief of each chat

Users can choose the icons 
of the top bar to chat with 
different contacts

Users can comment on 
objects. Comment can be 
anonymous

Users can search for objects 
according to key words
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User Testing

Some Key Points

Frequently used buttons such as the “search” icon 
or the “send” button should placed in the right-down 
corner for convenience

The height of each card in the object list (of the fridge) 
should be wider than a normal thumb to avoid touches by 
mistakes



“fridgemate”communicatefridge

The logo combines the image of a fridge and two 
chat boxes, representing a communication plat-
form based on groups that share the same fridge

DESIGN CONCEPT

UI ELEMENTS

LOGO

There are two meanings in the name “fridgemate”. On 
one hand, it is an Intelligent fridgemate that helps peo-
ple manage their objects. On the other hand, it allows 
real fridgemates to communicate through a digital 
platform.

Interface Design Fridge Management Community
Platform

Fridge Objects
In this page, user can view 
all objects in the fridge, 
along with information such 
as the owner, type, expire 
dates and so on.

Create Comments
In this page, user can 
comment on objects. Note 
that the comments can be 
anonymous

My Objects
User can switch to view all 
“my” objects. Touching the 
object box leads to the page 
where object information 
can be edited

Search
In this page, user can search 
for certain objects based on 
key words

Edit Object
In this page, user can edit 
object information, such as 
the object type and expire 
date

Community Page
The top shows the latest 
events, and below shows 
the brief of each chat

Chat
User can chat on this page. 
They can choose the icons 
of the top bar to chat with 
different contacts

Create Event
In this page, user can create 
events, add some descrip-
tion and invite other users 
to join. Once benig invited, 
the invited user will get a 
invitation message

Event List
In this page, user can view 
all exist events, including 
information about the 
host, description and time 
schedule

02 03

Wecome Page

Login / Sign Up

Onboarding 01

Setting Up Face ID

Onboarding 02

Face ID Is Set

Setting Up01



Storyboard

1

2

3

1
Fridgemate combines physical de-
vices with digital platform to help 
people record and manage their 
objects conveniently

2
Fridgemate provides a platform 
that enables “fridge-mates” to 
share resources and communicate 
with each other

Information Sharing 3
Fridge-mate provides a commu-
nity platform that enables users to 
hold events or activities with their 
“fridge-mates”

Community Platform

Smart Camera DemoHow It Works

Take photo 
from device

Send image to 
back-end

Send result to 
mobile devices

Show result in the 
application platform

Detect objects 
from the image

Device

Processor

Mobile Devices

Coding

Testing

Environment
Google Colab
Acknowledgement
TensorFlow Object Detection API
https://github.com/tensorflow/models/tree/master/re-
search/object_detection

Environemnt
Setup

Image
Pre-processing

Apply Object
Detection API

Input Image

Input Image with People

Test Result

Test Result

Result: Apple (99%)

Result: Bottle (82%)

Result: Bottle (21%)

Result: Drink (21%)

To recognize fridge objects auto-
matically, we need a smart camera 
that helps detect object from the 
image taken by our devices.

Demo

Step1

We use the computer 
camera to represent 
the device camera, and 
generate a test image 
for detection

Step2

We load the test image 
into computer and run the 
codes to generate object 
detection results

Step3

Connect the comput-
er to mobile devices 
and present the result 
on the application 
platform

Result: Apple 
(53%)

it didn’t recongize 
the orange due to 
limitation of my 
model :(

Recognize & Manage


